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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
1.1 General 
 
This report presents the results of an archaeological monitored strip undertaken in 
November 2014 during ground-works for a domestic dwelling located 89m northwest 
of 103 Milton Road West, Edinburgh (NGR NT 29490 72750) (Fig. 1). The work was 
commissioned by Mr David Casey (Mr Casey).   
 
A Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) dated 08 September 2014 for this 
programme of works was produced by CFA on behalf of Mr Casey. The WSI was 
designed to meet the requirements of the City of Edinburgh Council Archaeology 
Service (CECAS). 
 
1.2 Background 
 
Planning Permission (13/01327/FUL) has been granted for the construction of a 
dwelling house located 89m northwest of 103 Milton Road West within the policies of 
Duddingston House. The planning permission was subject to an archaeological 
condition requiring a monitored soil strip within the footprint of the proposed new 
building.  This programme of works was required because the building will be 
situated close to the eastern gate of the policies within a location formerly occupied 
by an earlier lodge house dating to the late 18th or early 19th century.  The eastern gate 
is Category B-Listed (HS No. 28066) and recorded by the RCAHMS (NMRS No. 
NT27SE 3738), and the policies of Duddingston House are a designated Designed 
Landscape.       
 
The earliest identified depiction of the original lodge or gatehouse occupying the site 
is on a map by Robert Kirkwood dating to 1817 (Fig.12).  On this map, the gateway 
into the policies where the lodge is situated is annotated Duddingston East Gate.  It is 
also depicted on the 1853 Ordnance Survey First Edition 6” map where it is annotated 
Lodge and in more detail on Ordnance Survey 25” editions dating from 1895 (Fig.13) 
to 1934.  All of the map editions consulted depict it as being roughly L-shaped with a 
small extension on the north-east façade which is thought most likely to represent a 
porch or entrance vestibule.  It is understood that the lodge was demolished in the late 
1950s or early 1960s and the site abandoned.   
 
When this monitored strip was undertaken in November 2014, the proposed 
development area consisted of an overgrown area of rough grass and bushes bordered 
by more mature hardwood trees to the south-west, north-west and south-east, and by 
the boundary of Duddingston House policies to the north-east. The topography of this 
area was largely flat with only a very slight barely discernable downslope from south-
west to north-east and from south-east to north-west. No previous invasive 
archaeological works are known to have taken place within the area prior to this 
programme of works.       
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1.3 Objectives 
 
The objectives of the programme of archaeological works were  
 

• To conduct an appropriate programme of archaeological investigation 
(monitored strip) to monitor groundbreaking. Namely the stripping of the 
footprint of the new house and any other groundbreaking that may be required 
to ensure that if any remains of the former gatehouse survive that they are 
carefully uncovered. 

 
• To record any surviving remains of the gatehouse and any other archaeological 

remains that may be present prior to their removal to allow construction to 
proceed. 

 
2. WORKING METHODS 
 
2.1 General 
 
CFA Archaeology Ltd follows the Institute for Archaeologists’ Code of Conduct, 
Standards and Guidance for Archaeological Fieldwork.  
 
2.2 Watching Brief 
 
The monitored soil strip was carried out using a 360º tracked mini-digger equipped 
with a smooth-bladed ditching bucket. This operation was carried out under constant 
archaeological supervision.  Following the removal of the bulk of the overburden any 
further cleaning required to fulfil the terms of the brief were carried out by hand.     
 
The area stripped for the new dwelling measured c.18m north-east to south-west by 
c.8m north-west to south-east.  However, on the instructions of the clients on site 
representative the area was increased to c.18m by 12m in order to uncover the full 
footprint of the former lodge house.   
 
The stratification of all excavated areas was recorded whether or not significant 
archaeological deposits were identified. 
 
All excavation and on-site recording was carried out according to standard CFA 
procedures, principally by drawing, photography and by completing standard CFA 
record forms. 
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3. ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESULTS 
 
3.1 Monitored Strip  
 

The monitored soil strip uncovered the L-shaped wall footings of the former east gate 
lodge house (Figs.2 and 6).  These measured 9.7m NNW to SSE by 9.25m WSW to 
ENE overall and consisted of a main building (003) measuring 9.7m by 6.3m and a 
smaller western annex (004) measuring 5.35m by 2.95m. The walls (003/004) 
forming the building consisted of honey-coloured mortared sandstone and were of 
faced random rubble construction.  Wall (003) which formed the main structure had a 
width of c.0.6m, sat within a foundation cut with a depth of up to c.0.4m, and was 
upstanding to a maximum height of 0.6m from the base of the cut (Fig.3 and 4), while 
Wall (004) which formed the western annex was slightly narrower at 0.5m, was 
upstanding to a height of up c.0.5m and sat either directly on the natural (002) or 
within a shallow foundation cut (Figs.4 and 5).  Along its south-western edge, Wall 
004 had been revetted into the slope, with the natural subsoil on the inside of the 
building being c.0.3m lower than that on the outside (Fig.5).  This would indicate a 
degree of site levelling prior to the construction of the lodge.  All adjoining sections 
of walls 003/004 were tied in with each other indicating that they represent a single 
phase of construction.          

The main building was divided into two equally sized compartments each measuring 
5.2m WSW to ENE by 4m NNW to SSE (internally) by an internal structural wall 
(003).  A possible doorway (015) measuring 1m in width may have given access 
between the two compartments.  The northern compartment of the building (Fig.7) did 
not contain any floor surfaces with the only feature of note being a large flagstone 
slab (011) which may have been a hearthstone.  Within the southern compartment 
(Fig.8), there was a concrete floor surface (005), which extended through a c.1.1m 
wide gap in the wall to the exterior of the building.  This gap in the wall was probably 
the front door, and the area of concrete (005) extending beyond it is considered most 
likely to have been the floor surface of a possible front porch depicted on early map 
editions.  The concrete surface (005) extended about two thirds of the way across the 
southern compartment, where a possible internal division (010) consisting of wood 
and brick marked a change to natural subsoil (002) where no floor surfaces survived.     

The interior of the western annex (Fig.9) also appears to have been divided into two 
compartments, with a wall stub (008) protruding for a distance of c.1.1m from the 
western wall.  This wall stub abutted wall 004 and may have been a later addition.  
The northern compartment measured 2.4m WNW to ESE by 0.9m NNW by SSE and 
had a floor surface (007) consisting of a combination of fired clay tiles and concrete.  
This compartment was accessed through a doorway in the northern wall via a short 
flight of stairs (009) (Fig.10).  The stairs were of brick and flagstone construction, 
with one of the bricks coming from the Niddrie brickworks.  

The southern compartment of the western annex was rather larger in size measuring 
2.9m NNW to SSE by 2.4m WSW to ENE and appears to have been accessed through 
the northern compartment.  It had a floor surface consisting of a combination of 
flagstones, concrete and brick.  This surface sat on top of a thin sand levelling deposit 
immediately above the natural clay (002).  A thinner section of wall 004 at its 
southern end might mark the location of a window recess or the base of a chimney.   
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Outwith the main footprint of the former lodge there was an area of flagstones (012), 
which sat on top of made ground abutting the eastern side of the main building.  This 
flagstone surface appears to have functioned as a pathway leading from one of the 
side-gates associated with the main eastern gate.  There was also a brick and flagstone 
surface (013) abutting the western annex, which measured c.5.5m by 4m.  This brick 
and flagstone surface was generally in poor condition, and was constructed using a 
variety of frogged and unfrogged bricks, one of which was stamped DEWAR.   

A stone box-drain (014) (Fig.11) was identified running parallel with the western, 
southern, and part of the eastern edges of the lodge.  Internally it measured 0.25m 
wide by 0.25m deep and was covered over with flat capstones (015).  Trial trenches 
(Tr1 and Tr3) excavated to the level of the natural (002) confirmed that the drain 
continued beneath surface 013 and beneath flagstones 012, but it was not identified 
within Tr2 at the north-eastern corner of the building.  Its possible continuation along 
the northern edge of the building was not confirmed as this lay outwith the area of 
groundworks.      
 
4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

An archaeological monitored strip was carried out during ground-works for a 
domestic dwelling situated at the eastern gate of the policies of Duddingston House.  
This programme of works uncovered the entire footprint of the former lodge house 
dating to the late 18th or early 19th century.  As indicated on early map editions, the 
footprint of the building was L-shaped.        
 
CFA does not recommend any further archaeological work in relation to this 
programme of works. However the final decision on any further mitigation measures 
lies with CECAS.   
 
The project archive, comprising all CFA record sheets, maps and reports, will be 
deposited with the RCAHMS and copies of reports will be lodged with the City of 
Edinburgh Council Sites and Monuments Record.  
 
A summary statement to be submitted for publication in Discovery and Excavation in 
Scotland (Appendix 4) will be sufficient to disseminate the results of this programme 
of works. An OASIS Scotland entry will also be completed. 
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APPENDIX 1: Photographic Register 
 
No. Description From Conditions 
1-2 General view of lodge footings SE Overcast 
3 General view of lodge footings SSE Overcast 
4 General view of lodge footings NNW Overcast 
5-6 Western annex NNW Overcast 
7 Recess in southern wall of western annex.   NNW Overcast 
8 Steps at northern end of western annex SSE Overcast 
9 Wall stub for internal division within western annex ENE Overcast 
10 Flagstone within northern compartment of main building NNW Overcast 
11-12 Northern compartment of main building ENE Overcast 
13 Area of flagstones to east of wall footings NNW Overcast 
14 SE corner of building showing relationship between flagstones,  

structural wall, and concrete floor surface 
NNW Overcast 

 

15 Southern wall of main building WNW Overcast 
16-17 Western wall of main building SSE Overcast 
18 Northern wall of main building WSW Overcast 
19 Eastern wall of main building NNW Overcast 
20 Western annex WSW Overcast 
21 Brick/flagstone patio area WSW Overcast 
22 Brick/flagstone patio area WNW Overcast 
23 Northern wall of western annex ENE Overcast 
24 Western wall of western annex WNW Overcast 
25 Southern wall of western annex WSW Overcast 
26 Southern wall of western annex ENE Overcast 
27 Internal structural wall of main building ENE Overcast 
28 Concrete floor surface within southern part of main building ENE Overcast 
29 Concrete floor surface within southern part of main building WSW Overcast 
30 Western annex SSE Overcast 
31 General site shot W Overcast 
32 General site shot WSW Overcast 
33-24 Box drain to west of main building SSE Overcast 
35 Flagstones covering box drain to east of main building SSE Overcast 
36 Box drain to east of main building with flagstones removed SSE Overcast 
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APPENDIX 2: Context Register 
 
No Description 
001 Made ground/topsoil 
002 Natural orange-brown clay and sandy clay 
003 Walls forming main part of building 
004 Walls forming western annex 
005 Concrete surface within southern part of main building 
006 Brick, flagstone and concrete floor surface within western annex 
007 Clay tile/ concrete floor surface within western annex 
008 Internal wall stub within western annex 
009 Brick/flagstone steps leading into western annex 
010 Brick/wood internal divisions within southern part of main building 
011 Flagstone within northern part of main building 
012 Flagstone surface 
013 External brick/flagstone surface 
014 Stone box drain 
015 Cap stone for box drain 
016 Possible doorway between southern and northern parts of main building.  
  
APPENDIX 3: Field Drawings Register  
 
No. Sheet 

No. 
Plot 
No. 

Description  Scale 

1 1 N/A Plan of lodge house footings 1:50 
2 2 N/A SSE to NNW profile through main building 1:50 
3 2 N/A ENE to WSW profile through main building and western annex 1:50 
4 2 N/A SSE to NNW profile through western annex 1:50 
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APPENDIX 4: Discovery & Excavation in Scotland Entry 
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MAIN (NARRATIVE) 
DESCRIPTION:  
(May include information from other 
fields) 

 

An archaeological monitored strip was carried out during 
ground-works for a domestic dwelling situated at the eastern 
gate of the policies of Duddingston House.  This programme of 
works uncovered the entire footprint of the former lodge house 
dating to the late 18th or early 19th century.  As indicated on 
early map editions, the footprint of the building was L-shaped.        
 

PROPOSED FUTURE WORK:  None 

CAPTION(S) FOR ILLUSTRS: N/A 

SPONSOR OR FUNDING BODY:  Mr David Casey 

ADDRESS OF MAIN 
CONTRIBUTOR:  

The Old Engine House, Eskmills Park, Musselburgh, EH21 
7PQ 

EMAIL ADDRESS: cfa@cfa-archaeology.co.uk 

ARCHIVE LOCATION 
(intended/deposited) 

RCAHMS 
 City of Edinburgh Council Sites and Monuments Record 
(Report) 
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